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About this guide
This quick guide provides a brief overview of ProOrder and shows you how to create an automated trading strategy. We strongly recommend
that you also read the ProOrder programming guide (provided by IT Finance) before activating any automated strategies on your account.
What is ProOrder?

How do I get it?

ProOrder is an automated trading solution and a feature of the
ProRealTime charting package.

ProOrder is a feature of ProRealTime, so you must first activate
ProRealTime on your account:

With ProOrder you can:

1. Log in to your IG account
2. Go to My Account > Settings > Preferences
3. Scroll down and activate ProRealTime
4. Once ProRealTime is enabled, you can activate ProOrder from
the same section
5. Close My Account, then click on the Tools tab
6. Select ProRealTime to launch the application

• Create, test and modify your own trading strategies
• Activate those strategies to place real trades on your account
• Import and export strategies created by you and other users
Your strategies can include instructions to take positions based on
specific technical indicators, programmed logic, risk management
triggers and/or your latest orders and open positions.
What are the benefits?

How much does it cost?
ProOrder is free as part of ProRealTime.

• Build strategies with ease using the assisted creation tool,
or program them from scratch
• Thoroughly test and review your strategies before
implementing them
• Your strategies will continue to execute trades even when
your computer is turned off

We charge £30 per calendar month for using ProRealTime, but we
will rebate this in full if you make four or more transactions with us
during that month.
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Creating your strategy
There are two ways to build an automated trading strategy with ProOrder:
• Using the assisted creation tool
• Coding your strategy from scratch
This guide will focus on the assisted creation tool which generates code automatically based on parameters you define. For information on
coding your strategy from scratch, please refer to the ProOrder programming guide (provided by IT Finance).
How to use the assisted creation tool
1. In the ProRealTime platform, select your chosen market from the
Lists window. Then click
to open a chart.

3. To add technical indicators to support your strategy, click the
button in the chart window and select your chosen indicator
from the Indicators tab. You can edit specific variables for each
indicator from the Settings window.

4. Once you’ve set up your chart, click the
button again.
Then select the Backtesting & Automated Trading tab.

2. Choose the timeframe you want to work to:
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How to use the assisted creation tool (continued)
5. To create a new strategy, select New. The Trading System
Creation box will then open:

9. Choose Add Condition in the Assisted ProBacktest Creation
window. Then click the relevant indicator on your chart.
10. Using the drop down menus on the Assisted ProBacktest
Creation window, specify the trigger conditions for the selected
leg. You can add multiple conditions for each leg.

6. Give your strategy a name, and ensure the Assisted Creation tab
is selected.
7. Under the Assisted Creation tab you can specify the parameters of
your strategy, based on triggers for the following strategy ‘legs’:
Long positions:
• Buy
• Sell to close
Short positions:
• Short
• Buy to close
Stops & Limits

	You can also add more technical indicators at any point, by
clicking the
button in the chart window.
11. Once you have finished creating conditions for all relevant
strategy legs, select Generate Code from the Trading System
Creation window. You will then be able to view the code for
your strategy.

8. Choose which leg you want to create a trigger for, then click
the relevant button. The Assisted ProBacktest Creation window
will appear:
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Testing your strategy
After you’ve generated the code for your strategy, you can test it against historical data and theoretical values via the ProBacktest tab in the
Trading System Creation window.
You can define:
• The initial capital you wish to invest
• The spread or commission charged
• The margin rate
• Any risk management details (eg maximum position
or transaction size)
• The start and end date for the test (this will be affected by the
chart timeframe, eg tick charts will not extend as far back in time
as one-hour charts)

Once you’ve defined the test parameters, click ProBacktest my
system to produce a detailed report on how the strategy performed
over the specified time, complete with an Equity Curve, Orders List
and Positions Histogram.

	There is also a Variable Optimization function, which enables
the system to repeatedly run a backtest with a range of different
settings on a particular indicator. You can then establish which
settings perform best.

If you want to modify your strategy, select the Spanner icon
This will take you back to the set-up screen.

.
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Running your strategy
Before you can run your strategy, you first need to prepare it for automated trading:
1. Click the
button on the chart of your choice and select
the Backtesting & Automatic Trading tab.
2. Choose your strategy, then click the Prepare for Automatic
Trading button to launch the ProOrder Autotrading window:

	Here you can see a summary of all of the different strategies you
have prepared for trading, including which ones are currently
running and which are not.
3. Click the Spanner icon
window, where you can:

to open the Trading Preferences

4. Find the version of the strategy you want to activate, and when
you’re ready, select Run. A confirmation window will appear where
you can check your strategy’s code one last time and review the
risk warning.

5. If you’re happy, click the Execute trading system button to run
your strategy.
	Please note that all running trading systems have a validity
date. If you do not click Extend before this date, ProOrder will
automatically stop the strategy.

• Set the maximum number of trades that can be triggered
in a 24 hour period
• Place a time limit (in days) for the strategy duration
• Determine the number of retries to perform if an order
is rejected
• Choose to keep positions open or close them
automatically once a strategy ends
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Managing your strategies
To manage all the strategies you have prepared for trading, open the ProOrder AutoTrading window by going to
Trading > ProOrder AutoTrading from the top menu bar.
Here you can:
• Stop individual strategies by using the relevant Stop button
• Stop all strategies with the Stop All button
• Activate a strategy by selecting the relevant Start button
• Check the code of a strategy by clicking the Version date

You can also click the
to show its:

button next to an individual strategy

• Statistical history
• Orders list
• Closed positions list
• Positions histogram
• Equity curve

WAYS YOUR STRATEGY CAN STOP
Stopping a strategy manually from the ProOrder AutoTrading screen
isn’t the only way it can stop. Your strategy can also be stopped
automatically in certain circumstances:
• If you have a strategy running, and you close one of the positions
opened by that strategy
• If we close out one of your strategy positions because of insufficient
funds on your account to cover margin for existing positions

• If your strategy attempts to place a trade, but the trade is
rejected due to insufficient funds for that trade
• If your strategy attempts to place a trade, and that trade is
repeatedly rejected more than the number of times specified in
the Trading Preferences window
When a strategy is stopped automatically, any positions that have been
placed by that strategy will either stay open or be closed depending
on the settings you’ve chosen in the Trading Preferences window.
Once a strategy is stopped, it will no longer place any new trades.

Automated trading considerations
You should consider the following before running automated trading
strategies on your account.
Code quality

The time required to calculate trading indicators and execute orders
depends on the complexity of the indicators used and the way they
are called by the program. Excessive use of programming loops can
severely decrease performance.
Money management

Backtest results will be heavily influenced by different money
management strategies, particularly as calculation of profit/loss is
based on the transaction costs involved in trading.

Multiple trading systems on one market

Multiple trading systems running on the same market may result in
the creation of new force open positions.
For more information on the factors that can affect automated
trading, please consult the ProOrder programming guide (provided
by IT Finance).
None of the ideas or examples expressed in this guide should
be construed as investment advice. We have provided it solely
to help you program automated trading systems and test your
own ideas. IG provides an execution-only service and does not
provide investment advice of any kind.

Combining manual and automated trading

You can place manual trades on markets where you have an
automatic strategy running and vice versa. Manual trades made on
the same market via IG’s other platforms may inadvertently close
positions or force open new positions.
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